# King George V Stakes (Handicap) (Class 2) (3YO only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No/Dr</th>
<th>Silk</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Horse Details</th>
<th>Age/Wt</th>
<th>Jockey/Trainer</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1312-</td>
<td>WYCLIF 240 BF  ch c Archipenko - Altoisre</td>
<td>3 9 - 7</td>
<td>Harry Bentley R M Beckett</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jockey Colours:** White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armitels and cap

**Timeform says:** Maiden/ novice winner over 7f last summer and improved for step up to 1m when second in Pontefract listed on final start. Up 4l in trip for return and he'll require smart effort under top weight. (Forecast 29.00)


**Jockey Colours:** Royal blue, light green eapulets

**Timeform says:** Three wins around 1m at 2. Well-held fifth in Lingfield Derby Trial on reappearance and others in this line-up look more progressive. Yard does have excellent record in the race, though. (Forecast 41.00)

| 3     | 10   | 13     | BRIGHT MELODY (IRE) 14  b g Dubawi - Lyric Of Light | 3 9 - 5p1 | W Buick  C Appleby | 98 |

**Jockey Colours:** Royal blue

**Timeform says:** Overcame inexperience to make a winning start in novice at Chelmsford in January. Encouraging third in 1m6 Kempton Group 3 5 months later and there should be more to come at 7f/8f. Cheekpieces added. (Forecast 10.00)

| 4     | 9    | 66121- | CONVICT 238  ch a Australia - Tweed | 3 9 - 3 | Tom Marquard  W J Haggas | 96 |

**Jockey Colours:** White, red braces, black cap

**Timeform says:** Improved with each start at 2, culminating with 1m6 Newmarket nursery win in October. More to come over this sort of trip at 3. (Forecast 13.00)

| 5     | 15   | 216247- | SUBJECTIVIST 249  b c Teofilo - Recceoning | 3 9 - 1 | R L Moore  M Johnston | 94 |

**Jockey Colours:** Lime green, royal blue eapulets and cap

**Timeform says:** Pretty useful juvenile, the highlight being his second in 1m6 Salisbury listed race. Has plaud of racing but there's a possibility he could improve over this longer trip. (Forecast 34.00)

| 6     | 11   | 86311- | SUMMERONSEVENHILLS (USA) 12  3 9 - 1b  b c Summer Front - I boughtherway | 3 9 - 1b | S W Kelly  Richard Hughes | 94 |

**Jockey Colours:** Maroon and white diamonds, maroon sleeves, white armitels, white cap

**Timeform says:** Much improved for blinkers and a switch to handicaps when scoring twice on AW at the end of 2019. Returned with creditable 9f lengths third in Lingfield Derby Trial 12 days ago. (Forecast 26.00)

| 7     | 4    | 31     | HUKUM (IRE) 211  b c Sea The Stars - Aghareed | 3 8 - 11 | Jim Crowley  Owen Burrows | 90 |

**Jockey Colours:** Royal blue, white epaulets, striped cap

**Timeform says:** Confirmed debut promise when storming home to win 1m Kempton novice in November. Lacks experience for a race of this nature but he's a good prospect and this significantly longer trip could suit. (Forecast 23.00)

| 8     | 14   | 0-311  | TO NATHANIEL (EX4) 5 D  ch c Nathaniel - Too The Stars | 3 8 - 9p | R Havlin  J H M Gosden | 88 |

**Jockey Colours:** White, emerald green hoop

**Timeform says:** Typical improver for the yard who added to his novice win in January when shading tight finish in 1m7 Kempton handicap 5 days ago. Extra 11f now in favour and respected under 4b penalty. (Forecast 12.00)

| 9     | 18   | 11-4   | OLEKSANDER 10  b c Teofilo - Ollie Olga | 3 8 - 7 | David Egan  Archie Watson | 86 |

**Jockey Colours:** Light blue, yellow and light blue halved sleeves

**Timeform says:** Unbeaten in 2 runs last year, both over 1m. Solid reappearance run in 1m4 Haydock handicap 10 days ago but Kipps was 3½ lengths ahead of him in second. Outside stuff tricky. (Forecast 28.00)

| 10    | 17   | 512-2  | BODYLINE (IRE) 14  b c Australia - Eurirs | 3 8 - 6 | L Morris  Sir Mark Prescott | 85 |

**Jockey Colours:** Orange, white sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, white stars

**Timeform says:** Progressive last season and took another marked step forward when a strong-finishing second at Yarmouth (1m4) 14 days ago. More to come but he is drawn wider than ideal. (Forecast 15.00)

| 11    | 2    | 224-3  | GLENTIES (USA) 3 BF  br c Karakontie - Candy Kitty | 3 8 - 5 | Andrea Atzeni  M Johnston | 84 |

**Jockey Colours:** Silver, tassel on cap

**Timeform says:** Left 2y-o form behind when a good third (Kipps second) in Haydock handicap 10 days ago but he failed to improve for the step up to this trip when second of 3 at Goodwood on Sunday. (Forecast 26.00)

| 12    | 1    | 425-   | TRUMPET MAN 238 BF  b g Golden Horn - Concordia | 3 8 - 5 | J Fanning  M Johnston | 84 |

**Jockey Colours:** rouge, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap

**Timeform says:** Lingfield novice winner in December and shaped very well when second in 1m6 Newmarket nursery handicap 10 days ago. Well treated off same mark. (Forecast 7.00)

| 13    | 12   | 21-2   | KIPPS (IRE) 10 BF  gr c War Command - Sixpenny Sweets | 3 8 - 4 | David Probert  H Morrison | 83 |

**Jockey Colours:** Purple, silver diamonds on sleeves, check cap

**Timeform says:** Did very well in Wolverhampton handicaps at up to 9.5f for this yard over the winter but this a much more competitive race now returning to the turf. Stamina not assured either. (Forecast 81.00)

| 14    | 6    | 47121- | LOCKED N' LOADED 159 BF  b c Morpehus - La Roumuge | 3 8 - 2 | K T O'Neill  T J FitzGerald | 81 |

**Jockey Colours:** Dark blue, beige stars

**Timeform says:** Did very well in Wolverhampton handicaps at up to 9.5f for this yard over the winter but this a much more competitive race now returning to the turf. Stamina not assured either. (Forecast 81.00)

| 15    | 16   | 023-   | ARTHURIAN FABLE (IRE) 10  ch c Sea The Stars - Abstain | 3 8 - 2 | M Deyer  B J Meehan | 81 |

**Jockey Colours:** Grey and pink diamonds, pink sleeves and cap

**Timeform says:** Stepped up on any of his juvenile efforts when narrowly denied on 1m6 Newmarket handicap debut/reappearance 10 days ago. Goes off the same mark now so needs considering. Likely to stay 1½m. (Forecast 12.00)

| 16    | 3    | 114    | GROUP ONE POWER 14  b c Lope De Vega - Lady Aquilaine | 3 8 - 1 | S De Sousa  A M Balding | 80 |
Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white hoop, striped sleeves, white cap, royal blue star
Timeform says: Successful over 1m on AW on first 2 starts. Progressed again when 3 lengths fourth (Bodyline second) in 1¼m Yarmouth handicap 14 days ago. Likely capable of better again for in-form yard. (Forecast 13.00)

Notes:

17 (13) 4-431 WIN O'CLOCK (EX4) 9
ch c Australia - Gee Kel

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and white stripes, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, white star
Timeform says: Benefited from step up in trip when making winning start in handicaps over 1¼m at Haydock 9 days ago. The manner in which he came clear late on strongly suggests 1½m will see him in even better light. (Forecast 10.00)

Notes:

18 (7) 4215-6 BERKSHIRE SAVVY 10
b g Mukhadram - Zubova

Jockey Colours: Red, white epaulets, diabolo on sleeves
Timeform says: 7f Wolverhampton novice winner last summer. Creditable sixth on Haydock return 10 days ago but a few of these rivals were in front of him. Also 2 lb out of handicap here. (Forecast 41.00)

Long Handicap: Berkshire Savvy 7 - 12

TIMEFORM VIEW: The vast majority of the field tackles 1¼m for the first time and plenty are likely to improve for it. KIPPS shaped really well on his Haydock return 10 days ago and gets the vote from the same mark. Arthurian Fable is another who looks well treated turned out before reassessed on the back of a narrow reappearance defeat. Win O'Clock, Convict and Trumpet Man also make the shortlist.

Timeform 1-2-3:
1: KIPPS (13)
2: ARTHURIAN FABLE (15)
3: WIN O'CLOCK (17)